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ABSTRACT

Worldwide, increasing trends on distance learning provided by different educational and academic orga-
nizations require robust secure environments for carrying out the distance examinations. The security of 
online examinations is prone to many threats including the local cheaters and outside attackers. Several 
studies have been carried out in terms of technical, authentication algorithms, and environmental moni-
toring (supervised or unsupervised). None of these categories can satisfy the required security services 
to stop candidate cheating during the examination. A robust secure model will be needed to include all 
three categories in order to provide secure environments for examinees while no manual supervision is 
required by proctor or professors.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades, the use of Internet and its various applications in several environments such as 
academic communities and industries has been dramatically increased. Fundamental aspects of these 
applications are commonly related to sending and receiving small or large amounts of data through the 
local or global network communications. Transferring data over the insecure tunnel of Internet requires 
applying security services when especially the sensitive data are involved. The main security services 
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are confidentiality, integrity, and availability namely called the CIA triad. The recent advancements 
in computer networking lead many technologies to be solely or partly upgraded their traditional en-
vironments into e-environments and hence, dependent on electronic-based objects such as e-mail and 
digitalized records and images. The security of shared or archived data or information personally or in 
organizations are vital and important due to the development of information science in modern society 
with everyday dramatically increase. Because of its rapid changing nature driven mostly by technology 
such as smart phones and development of new virtual communities, there are several demands for gen-
erating information systems in which security properties play vital roles. By considering these develop-
ments, the e-learning parts of academic communities (i.e., online education) at universities have been 
affected in order to keep up with the knowledge innovation and they also provide some of their degrees 
and courses in a distance-based structure by taking the advantage of web-based infrastructures such as 
LMS (Learning Management System) and MOODLE (Modular Object- Oriented Dynamic Learning 
Environment). And, this makes the research areas open for modern education era to conduct paperless 
examinations by providing more security and efficiency. Although, this technological transition in the 
educational section is to some extent valuable and time effective, however, in most cases the evalua-
tions and examinations of examinee are carried out and monitored in a supervised manner. Precisely 
speaking, for taking an exam in a traditional examination environment generally examinees, proctors, 
professors, pen and exam papers and a secure or isolated examining hall are included. For implementing 
such exams in a distance- or electronic-based model, many security issues whether they are technical 
or environmental are raised and essential to be resolved. In this regard, an examinee may take the exam 
alone at home; the professor makes the exam questions and sends them to a web server; the proctors’ 
role can be performed supervised or unsupervised; the sufficient security measurements should be in 
place of e-exam’s environments.

As of now, providing the most of security services for unsupervised e-exams is still in its infancy and 
needs much of attention to be taken in to consideration, however, most of technical and communication-
based security issues have been addressed in abundance.

In this chapter, the literature researches carried out on potential security aspects of conducting a robust 
secure e-exam are discussed, then their pros and cons with respect to their provided security services are 
evaluated and reviewed, and finally a hybrid security model for satisfying most of security properties 
will be proposed as a secure e-exam model for all conditions along with negotiating future directions.

BACKGROUND

For managing and conducting any types of e-exam systems, literature researchers have performed diverse 
studies considering special security aspects of them whether they are supervised or unsupervised including 
technical (e,g,. networking, question generation, servers, clients), examinee authentication and identifica-
tion (e.g., passwords, tokens, and biometrics), environmental monitoring (e.g., webcams, microphones) 
for preventing possible cheatings during the examination period. Nowadays, for universities providing 
distance learning courses and degrees are getting epidemically widespread and educationally of much 
of interest over the world. To survey the current position of state of art related to online exams consid-
ering the security aspects, the SCOPUS database is searched and reviewed with the keywords “online” 
AND “exam” AND “security” in which 19 out of 49 were filtered out based on their relevant contents 
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